
When it makes sense to consider a “private cloud” 

When it comes to deciding how to store and access your company’s data, you could decide to follow the 

traditional route of multi-tenancy clouds. However, there are other options when looking for security, 

reliability, and stability. The safety and accessibility of your data may be better served by using a private 

cloud. 

Multitenant clouds, like Salesforce1, could make sense for your company. For instance, there is a sense 

of reassurance in the fact that the platform is being used and trusted by companies around the world. 

There can also be other advantages, particularly for smaller companies, who receive the same code-base 

and benefits as larger companies using the same system. 

However, when you use a Multi-tenancy cloud, you are sharing the cloud’s resources with other 

companies. This may be an issue for your company, especially if you have a legal obligation to run on an 

isolated system2. Using a Multi-Tenancy cloud also often means relinquishing control over which 

countries your data is stored in3 and which countries have jurisdiction over your data4. Only last year, 

Microsoft entered a battle with the NSA over legal access to data stored in data facilities in Ireland5. 

Many companies are now turning away from Multi-Tenancy clouds, preferring instead to use private 

clouds. A private cloud is exclusively used by one organization6. This privacy means that the 

infrastructure of the cloud is accessible by employees via the internet, but that the infrastructure and 

resources are used solely by your organization. 

A private cloud also gives your company the ability to decide where the data is stored. This allows you to 

choose the jurisdiction with preferable conditions for your company. For instance, Microsoft has 

announced that it will be expanding its data storage facilities in Germany, the UK, and Ireland after a 

European Court ruled against Cross-Atlantic data transfers7. 

Private clouds have been heralded as adding greater security8, as no other company has access to the 

servers9. Additional security measures can easily be put into effect, for instance housing the private 

cloud infrastructure on company property, firewalls or VPN. 

ZeyOS10 is working together with IBM Softlayer11 in order to offer clients like you the option of a private 

cloud. These clouds come with the options of special security or compliance requirements. There is also 

the option to establish your own private ZeyOS Workspace12 in one of Softlayer's 20 data centers. 
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The resources of a large company combine with the autonomy of a private cloud in this software. 

Although other companies can offer you a private cloud13, none of them have come close to the 

flexibility ZeyOS offers. 
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